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Cambria quartz countertops, such as the one used on
this island and matching counters, are becoming the
new normal. Photo courtesy of Harrell Remodeling.
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HOME DESIGN

Reconfigured rancher
REMODEL OPENS UP ‘COMPARTMENTALIZED’
WAVERLY PARK HOME
STORY BY CAROL BLITZER | PHOTOS BY MARK PINKERTON

W

hat started as a straightforward project to create a
more interesting entry and update
the kitchen and master bath, soon
segued into a whole-house remodel
in Mountain View’s Waverly Park
neighborhood.
The owners found the 1950s
rancher — which already had a
second story — about four years
ago. The home was spacious but
oddly configured.
“It was compartmentalized,
with lots of walls between rooms,”
said architect Tali Hardonag, who
offered the family more options,
beginning with the front entrance.
“We created a patio as a welcoming landing spot with 24-by24-inch Porcelanosa ceramic tile
and a concrete seat wall,” Hardonag

said. It’s a great place to sit, or park
bikes or drop off a package that
can’t be seen from the street.
Architecturally, the patio
helped balance the home’s facade,
she said.
Hardonag designed laser-cut
aluminum panels on the front
of the upstairs balcony. The balcony’s posts are original and were
left alone, but the railing didn’t
meet code. The new aluminum
panels do.
To enter the home, one goes
through a wide (3 1/2-foot-by-7
1/2-foot) Jeld-Wen custom wood
door made of frosted glass surrounded by walnut, with a walnut
strip floating in the middle. A side
panel mimics the door design and
allows in more light as well.
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HOME DESIGN
Top left: The modified great room was
extended to open up this Waverly Park
ranch home. Rendering courtesy of
LEV Designs. Top right: The architect
designed laser-cut aluminum panels, a
decorative element in the entryway and
a safety feature on the stairs. Bottom
right: The marble countertop extends
to a backsplash behind the Thermador
range. The microwave lives in an
under-counter drawer. Countertop and
backsplash are an engineered quartz
that resembles marble. Bottom left: The
kitchen island is topped with Absolute
Black granite in a textured leather finish
and contains drawers for storing dishes,
as well as electric outlets.

Then one enters what Hardonag
calls a “modified great room,” created by pulling down walls while
retaining support beams and pushing out the back of the house by
4 feet and installing ceramic tile,
which extends through large glass
sliding doors to the back patio. The
main parts of the house have wideplanked European oak floors.
One surprise, Hardonag said,

was discovering an extra bit of
ceiling height because of how the
second floor was built. The previous owners floated the floor framing above the ceiling framing. By
removing it, Hardonag was able to
gain nearly a foot of height in the
living room/dining area.
“The big spaces feel proportional now,” Hardonag said. “I opened
what I could with the intent of

creating flow and space.”
The kitchen was completely
relocated and remodeled, leaving
only the Thermador range and
hood in place. A long, slender
island topped with Absolute Black
granite in a leather finish houses a
small sink, as well as deep drawers
for storing dishes (conveniently
close to the dishwasher). One
drawer hides the electric outlets

necessary for using countertop
appliances.
Rather than reaching the family
room through a small door off the
kitchen, wider doors lead off the
great room. Once hemmed in by
8-foot ceilings with fake beams,
which “made the room feel really
low,” she said, the family room now
has that additional 10 inches gained
from opening up the ceiling.
A powder room was added
downstairs, decked out with a
black toilet, faucet and hardware.
A hammered-copper vessel sink
sits beneath a mirror with a hammered-copper frame.
Not all of the house was gutted:
The more ornate newel post was
simplified, and the stairs leading up
were retained. The entry wall that
framed the staircase was opened up
and made safe with another aluminum panel. Old kitchen cabinets
reappear in the laundry area. The
kids’ bathroom reuses the original vanity, with matching cubbies
added to fill out the space.
Both kids’ bedrooms were
repainted, the girl’s with wide
stripes of pastel pink, green and
lilac, the boy’s with more intense
teal and lime.
Their bathroom’s tile has an
Escher feel with cubes and hexagons in three tones of gray plus
white. A glass door separates the
sink area from the bathtub and
toilet. A second glass door leads to
the yard, not far from the hot tub.
(continued on page 8)
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The bathroom tile features cubes and hexagons. The black, white and gray cubist tile around the tub, shown below, is Toscana series Tridi Negro. A glass door separates
the sink area from the bathtub and toilet. A second glass door leads to the yard.

(continued from page 7)

Upstairs, the landing now
houses the family library. To the
right is a spacious office, overlooking the front balcony, accessible through French doors.
Entry to the master bedroom
was changed from double doors
to one wide door, making the

room easier to furnish. The new
configuration allows a huge,
walk-in closet (triple what they
had before) and a roomy master bathroom. The highlight of
the bathroom is a nearly 5-footsquare shower with one wall
faced in onyx (which matches
the vanity top), another wall in
a simpler tile and the remaining
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two made of glass. Shower heads
on two walls have individual controls, and a long niche can hold
plenty of soaps and shampoo.
A freestanding tub sits in the
corner.
Hardonag took advantage
of odd spaces in a variety of
ways, including adding a cabinet
between the studs in the master
bathroom that only protrudes
four inches (and includes electrical outlets on both shelves).
Lucile Glessner, a Saratoga
interior designer, worked with
the family to create what she calls
“a calm, tropical feel,” using lots
of warm woods and warm tones,
ref lecting their love of the beach,
especially Hawaii.
In the future, the couple plans
to complete the landscaping and
add an outdoor kitchen. H+G
Freelance writer
Carol Blitzer can be emailed at
carolgblitzer@gmail.com.

RESOURCES
Architect: Tali Hardonag,
Palo Alto, 650-678-5941,
talihardonag.com
Contractor: Barrios Wagner
Builders, San Jose, 408-287-4886
Interior designer: Lucile Glessner
Design, Saratoga, 408-203-6729,
lucileglessnerdesign.com
Tile: All Natural Stone, San Jose,
408-544-9600, allnaturalstone.com;
Artistic Tile, San Carlos,
650-631-8453, artistictile.com
Goal of project: Rework entry,
remodel kitchen, master bathroom;
ended up reconfiguring first floor
Year house built: 1955, secondstory addition and kitchen remodel
1997
Size of home, lot: Began as 3,018sf 4 bedroom, 3 bath home;
added 554 sf on .25-acre lot.
Time to complete: 10 1/2 months

Nantucket® Window Shadings

His curiosity: limitless.
Your window fashions: cordless.
Discover innovative window fashions from Hunter Douglas that enhance safety at the window.
Ask today about a wide array of cordless operating systems including the ultimate in operating
convenience, PowerView® Motorization.

Windows & Beyond, Inc
4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650-938-8822

633 W. Dana St., Mountain View
650-318-6828
46279 Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont
510-623-8822

Mention this Ad for FREE Installation!

www.windowsandbeyond.com
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WHY US?
CONSIGNING
No overpricing with
automatic markdowns
24 years in business
with over
$50 million/year in sales

BUYING
Highest quality treasures
from model homes, factory
samples and the area’s
best homes
Free 24 hour holds

We sell fast, we pay fast

24 hour Test Drives available

Pick-up available at
NO upfront cost

Buy it today — take it
home today

Free in-home previews
(some limitations)

No overpricing and fake
markdowns

Open 7 days a week

Relaxed atmosphere —
no commissioned
salespeople

No appointment needed
for consignments...
just drop by

17 Locations In
California, Nevada
& Texas

San Carlos

1123 Industrial (near Best Buy/Ross)
650-508-8317

Campbell

930 W Hamilton Ave., Suite 190
408-871-8890
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Danville

1901-F Camino Ramon
925-866-6164

Corte Madera

801 Tamalpais Drive
415-924-6691

www.thehomeconsignmentcenter.com

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Tristania laurina trees line the fence, providing privacy and a greenbelt for the side yard of Josh Stein’s childhood home, which he and his wife remodeled.

Past meets
present
New green landscape blends with
old rose garden at Palo Alto home
by Melissa McKenzie | photos by Veronica Weber

A

tranquil green-and-white
palette carpeting the ground
underneath mature redwood trees
is the result of a recently completed Old Palo Alto landscape
that aimed to blend the new with
the old.
The lush landscape, which
includes 62 different textures
and shades of green and white,
was created as part of a larger

remodel of the childhood home
of Palo Alto resident Josh Stein,
who along with his wife, Jenny
Schilling Stein, purchased the
property from his mother.
Landscape designer Debby
Ruskin oversaw the project alongside landscape architect Rick
Lopez. Ruskin said the couple
approached her to reimagine
the property’s gardens because a

remodel of the original home was
going to destroy most of the existing landscape. The couple wanted
to add a modern design while keeping the rose garden and other sentimental features intact.
“The garden was going to be
largely trashed and it was an
opportunity to do some new
things that were made possible by
the redesign,” Ruskin said.
In the front yard, Ruskin
replaced the lawn with landscape:
citrus trees; cotoneasters, an evergreen shrub with tiny white flowers; a pink dogwood tree; snow
white setsugekka camellias; star
jasmine; white hydrangeas and
helleborus.
Along the street, two diseased
maple trees were replaced with
new ones, and Stein’s mother’s rose
garden, which was particularly

sentimental to the family, was
preserved along with some of the
original pastel-hued rose bushes.
Ruskin planted fast-growing
tall Texas privets to hide the family’s garbage cans adjacent to the
home’s driveway. She also added
an herb garden and green tower
boxwoods along the walkway
from the home’s driveway to the
mudroom to visually direct visitors to the front door.
In the backyard, Connecticut
blue stone was laid throughout,
encircling the small swimming
pool and spa and paving a walkway lined with evergreen Tristania
trees and clump-forming green
and white giant leopard (farfugium japonica) shrubs. The path
wraps around the home and leads
(continued on page 12)
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN
(continued from page 11)

to a garden and entertainment
area complete with covered outdoor seating to protect guests from
droppings from the three giant
redwoods in the backyard.
“I came back here when demo
was starting on the house and said,
‘What looks good?’” Ruskin said.
“We complemented the existing
landscape and then chose things
that went well with it.”
Ruskin chose to use structured
boxwood throughout the entire
property, including within the
sloped raised garden beds that
contain plants like society garlic,
which is an herb related to garlic
with a similar fragrance and taste,
as well as white lantana, silver
green crème de menthe pittosporum, drought-tolerant hibiscus,
English laurel and white iceberg
roses, all within the green-andwhite color scheme envisioned by
Schilling Stein.
“Part of Jenny’s theme was to
have it look neat, so there’s a lot of
repetition of plants,” Ruskin said.
For example, in one section of the
backyard Ruskin planted a row of
camellias that is all one color and
one kind of camellia.
“I love the clean look of the boxwoods, and the yard just emphasizes the lushness of it,” Schilling
Stein said.
The inspiration for the new
design, Schilling Stein said, came
from the landscaping around the
house that the couple was renting
in Woodside while their home was
being remodeled. The garden was
all green and white against a white
house,” Schilling Stein explained.
“It looked beautiful, and I
thought, ‘That’s what I want to
do.’ You can go in and out of every
window you can see green, and
that’s what we love,” she said.
At the Palo Alto home, Schilling
Stein said lighting was installed to
light the redwoods from below
and illuminate a Japanese maple
tree, which is one of Stein’s favorite parts of the home.
Within the basement of the

The front yard’s shades of green include
various citrus trees up high, then white
roses, boxleaf euonymus, boxwood,
variegated lomandra and cotoneaster.

home are two bedrooms with windows that face each other. To create a sense of privacy, three giant
planters with lomandra and other
grasses alongside white camellias
and dogwood plants were added.
Much of the landscape needed
to include low-water plants for the
project to be compliant with state
and city water-use laws. With
the redwoods requiring a massive
amount of water to thrive, Ruskin
installed an inline emitter water
system.
“There’s a tiny tube that circles
each plant and gives each plant the
right amount of water so everything between doesn’t get watered,
just each plant gets the water it
needs,” said Ruskin. “When it’s
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(continued on page 15)

Leafy ligularia provides an emerald ground cover for the side yard.

We know exactly how to heat up those long
winter nights. Whether you’re adding a fireplace

BABY, IT’S
COLD OUTSIDE.

or upgrading with an energy efficient gas
insert, count on the expertise of Energy House.
Since 1979, we’ve completed over 150,000
fireplace installations. Check out our complete
lineup of Fireplace Xtrordinair® products.
Discover why we’ve become the most trusted
fireplace company in the Bay Area.

ENERGY-HOUSE.COM
G A S FI RE PLA C ES

•

F IR EPL A C E IN S ERTS

•

O U T D O OR F IR EP L A CE S

SAN CARLOS 650-593-1496 CAMPBELL 408-642-6610 GILROY 408-842-6570
1300 Industrial Way #17

We’ve painted some of the

46 East Campbell Avenue

MOST BEAUTIFUL HOMES

8284 Murray Avenue

048

602
Lic.

on the Peninsula.

For A Prompt Estimate Please Call:

(650) 321-9302

Beautify, Protect and
Preserve your Most
Important Investment
Quality Interior and
Exterior Painting
Residential and Commercial

Family Owned since 1988

Visit Us On The Web At:

www.stanfordpainting.com

Protect Your Family We’re Lead Safe Certified
5-Year Warranty
Free Estimates
Stanford Painting is not affiliated
with Stanford University
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Tree Pruning and Removal • Tree & Shrub Fertilization
Large Tree Planting/Replacement • Stump Grinding
Tree & Shrub Maintenance Programs Available
CA Lic# 696959

Free Estimate and Garden Consultation with a horticulturist.

Call 650.361. 1414 • www.masterpiecegarden.com

PRESENTS

34TH ANNUAL
SPRING TOUR
ENTER THE GARDEN
Friday, April 26
Saturday, April 27
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.
View Five Private Palo Alto Gardens
Shop the Marketplace, Plant Sale
Silent Auction, Over the Garden Fence

For tickets & Info
www.gamblegarden.org
1431 Waverley Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-1356
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Above: A new gazebo with a light fixture and heating replaces an old one and
provides al fresco dining under redwoods even in chilly weather. Below: White
scaevola blossoms are in keeping with the white flower theme of the landscape.

(continued from page 12)

turned on, if you’re looking at a
tube, you’ll see just a little drop
of water coming out of the tube
at difference spaces, depending on
how much water the area needs.”

RESOURCES
This design project was
developed as part of an entire
home remodel.
Landscape designer:
Debby Ruskin, certified landscape
designer and president of Ruskin
Gardens Co., 650-380-1598,
debby@ruskingardens.com,
ruskingardens.com
Landscape architect: Rick Lopez
Cost: not available

Schilling Stein said she’s pleased
with the work that was done to
bring her vision to life.
“My mother-in-law is an amazing gardener and her garden was
very tailored with boxwoods and
crisscross designs in the front and
ivy growing on the fences in a
very organized, British way,” she
said. “So, I mirrored that. We
lost a bunch of the landscaping
during construction but we kept
that rhythm in the front. Debby
gave me four citrus trees — two
Eurekas, which is my favorite flavor of lemon — and two limes
— and that makes me feel like I’m
really living in California.” H+G
Melissa McKenzie is a freelance
writer for the Palo Alto Weekly.
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INTERIOR STYLE

'Counter'
intuitive
KITCHEN SURFACES
GAIN LONGER LIFE
WITH ENGINEERED
MATERIALS
BY ELIZABETH LORENZ

I

f you’re ready for a kitchen
counter makeover, the most
popular surface is engineered quartz, according
to designer Gloria Carlson of
Harrell Remodeling.
“Generally, people like it
for the easy maintenance and
durability, and quartz has
come a long way in looking
more natural and comes in
many colors and patterns,”
Carlson said.
“For those looking for the
white marble look, which is
very popular right now but is
a high-maintenance material,
there are many quartz options
that mimic white marble.”
Carlson’s observations are
echoed by the 2019 Kitchen
Trends Study by Palo Altobased home website Houzz.
The survey of 1,337 homeowners found that engineered
quartz (48 percent) surpassed
all natural stone materials combined (43 percent) in
popularity. The survey queried
homeowners who answered
online questions about their
planned kitchen remodels.
Carlson acknowledged that
some will still want “a truly
natural look,” and may not
be as concerned about maintenance, so they will choose
granite, quartzite or marble.
Ultra-compact surfaces —
which like quartz are manmade — also are rising in

Caesarstone quartz. Courtesy of Harrell Remodeling.

Silestone quartz. Courtesy of Harrell Remodeling.
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Cambria quartz. Courtesy of Harrell Remodeling.

Calacatta marble island. Treve Johnson Photography/Courtesy of Gilmans Kitchens + Baths.

popularity. Some like the
brand Neolith are called “sintered stone.”
“This material is even more
stain- and scratch-proof than
quartz, so it is starting to
appear more and is an especially good option for outdoor
countertops,” she said.
The main difference between
quartz and ultra-compact surfaces, according to Harrell
spokeswoman Bella Babot, is
how they are manufactured.
For quartz, ground natural
quartz and pigments are combined with a resin to make
slabs.
Quartz is highly durable and
nonporous, but the resins are
sensitive to high heat, so it’s not
a good idea to put a hot skillet
directly on the surface.
On the other hand, ultracompact surfaces take the
durability of quartz to the next
level, as they are manufactured
with extreme heat and pressure, which makes this surface
not only impervious to scratches and stains, but also to high
heat. Because of its heat and
UV resistance, ultra-compact
surfaces are recommended for
outdoor use. Ultra-compact
surfaces also resist fading,
unlike quartz which can fade
in direct sunlight.
Both materials, Harrell
experts noted, resist stains
— they tried to stain both
materials with turmeric, food
dyes, beets, Sharpie pens and
pomegranate juice, and all have
successfully come off.
One installation difference
between the two materials is the options for edges.
Quartz can be fabricated with
a number of different edges,
but because of the hardness
of the ultra-compact material,
the countertops only can be
fabricated with a mitered edge.
Another difference between
the two options is that the base
(continued on page 21)
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My Closet.
My Home. My Style.
My Budget. My Life.

20% OFF

Plus FREE Installation
Some restrictions apply.

CUSTOM CLOSETS | HOME OFFICES | PANTRIES | LAUNDRY ROOMS | GARAGES AND MORE...

Call for FREE Design Consultation

650-595-9999
www.closetfactory.com

www.facebook.com/closetfactory
follow us: www.twitter.com/closetfactory

©2014 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.

Scan
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Reviews
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IT’S ON THE HOUSE

Prepare for summer with a FREE Genie House Call

WHAT IS A GENIE HOUSE CALL?
A Genie House Call is a comprehensive in-home assessment
of your home’s energy and water efficiency.
A House Call includes:
Building envelope testing and evaluation using diagnostic equipment such
as infrared cameras, blower-door and duct-pressure tests
Instant savings with installation of six LED bulbs, an advanced power strip,
water-saving devices and more for free during your House Call

HOW DO I QUALIFY FOR A FULL REFUND?
Receive a full refund of your Genie House Call price paid (up to $149) when
you complete a qualifying home efficiency improvement within 90 days
of your in-home assessment.

CONTACT THE GENIE TODAY FOR
MORE INFORMATION:
Call (650) 713-3411
Email advisor@efficiencygenie.com
Visit efficiencygenie.com for details

Individuals with disabilities who require accommodations to access City facilities, services or programs,
or who would like information on the City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of
1990, may contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at (650) 329-2368 (voice) or email ada@cityofpaloalto.org
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Visit our Rug Gallery &
Make your House Become
a Beautiful Home

SPRING RUG WASH SPECIAL

20% OFF

Hand Wash • Repair • Padding • Appraisal

BUY • SELL • TRADE
Pickup & Delivery available

Since 1998

Free Estimate •

650-965-7847

825 West El Camino Real, Mountain View | www.globalrug.com
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INTERIOR STYLE
(continued from page 17)

color of ultra-compact surfaces carries all the way through the material, but any pattern or veining does
not, so the seam of a mitered edge
may be visible. With quartz, the
pattern carries through the thickness of the stone, so a mitered edge
can look more continuous.

‘Quartz has come a long
way in looking more
natural and comes in
many colors and patterns.’
Gloria Carlson,
Harrell Remodeling designer

Since quartz has been around
longer, there are many more
manufacturers and therefore
many more options for designs,
patterns and textures.
Both quartz and ultra-compact
surfaces require the use of certified fabricators and installers.
Quartz comes in slabs that are
2 centimeters or 3 centimeters
thick and can be fabricated to

Island countertop is Cambria Bellingham quartz, which is a white base with black and beige veins. Bar is Neolith sintered stone
or ultracompact. Treve Johnson Photography/Courtesy of Gilmans Kitchens + Baths.

make the edge look larger and
thicker. It’s also a more standard
material with well-known brands
available, such as Silestone,
Cambria, Cesarstone or Viaterra,
and the cost is roughly $70 to

Caesarstone. Courtesy of Harrell Remodeling.

$125 per square foot. The finish color and finish itself can be
polished or honed and can cost
extra depending on the color and
finish texture.
Ultra-compact surfaces are

available mostly in a textured or
honed finish and range between
$100 to $150 per square foot.
Newer materials are enabling
people to be more creative with
their kitchen surfaces as well,
according to Janis Manacsa of
Gilmans Kitchen and Bath in
Mountain View.
“Countertops that have the
appearance of marble are popular
choices, while dramatic veining
and different countertop textures, such as suede or honed finishes, are also very much sought
after,” Manacsa said. Gilmans
clients are also getting interested
in mixing materials, depending
on how they use their kitchen or
space. Some kitchens will have
a combination of wood tops and
engineered quartz or one color on
the perimeter and another color
on the island.
While granite counters had
been the go-to choice in the
past, Manacsa said she is finding
that clients are generally more
inclined to choose an engineered
quartz, unless they are looking
for a more exotic type of granite
that is hard to come by. H+G
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Has it really
been 30 years?
Yes it has!

CHARLIE
PORTER
650-327-1313

Charlie started February 3, 1989
Charlie Porter Farmers® Agency
License # 0773991

671-A Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park
cporter2@farmersagent.com

Lynnorth
n
4th Generation Resident
Serving the communities of Los Altos, Mountain View,
Sunnyvale and Cupertino

Lynn North
President’s Club

650.209.1562
cell 650.703.6437

I am personally committed to your success
in selling or finding your dream home.

direct

lnorth@apr.com
www.LynnNorth.com
BRE# 01490039
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RESULTS: Sold the last 25 homes in an average of 9 days,
and all for over the asking price!

MENLO PARK LUXURY HOME

SERVING THE PENINSUL A SINCE 1958

STUNNING PALO ALTO CONDO

“For over 60 years, Midtown Realty
has been assisting its neighbors
and friends with one of the most
important purchases in their life…
their home! At Midtown Realty, we are dedicated to working with people,
not clients. We sell homes, not houses and Palo Alto is our home, not
a branch office. Year after year people trust us to help with their most
important investment, their home. You too can count on us for all your
real estate needs. Give us a call today.”

Your Neighborhood Midtown Realty Team

ORIGINAL PALO ALTO EICHLER
Tim Foy
Owner/Broker

Robert Steinberg

CLASSIC RANCH STYLE HOME

Realtor

Jane Volpe
Realtor/MBA

Lisa Knox
Realtor

Molly Foy Rich
Realtor

Ryan Eltherington

Joann Weber

Realtor

Realtor/Senior
Property Manager

SungHee Clemenson Casandra Navarro
Realtor

Realtor/
Rental Services

Rosemary Prince
Realtor/Property
Manager

Katie Tseng
Realtor/
Rental Services

R E A L R E S U LT S , R E A L E S T A T E
SEE OUR LISTINGS ONLINE AT MIDTOWNPALOALTO.COM
2775 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, PALO ALTO • (650) 321-1596
• DRE#
1900986
PALO ALTO WEEKLY
• MOUNTAIN
VIEW VOICE
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G O I N G N AT I V E

Dark Star Ceanothus. Photo courtesy of Getty Images.

Showy shrubs

SAGE AND BRIGHT-BLUE CEANOTHUS KNOWN
FOR SPECTACULAR COLORS, STRIKING LEAVES
by Elizabeth Lorenz

A

s the amount of sunshine
increases with each day of
spring, Master Gardener Martha
Carpenter has two recommendations for native additions to your
garden — salvia (sage), with its
striking silver leaves, and bright
blue ceanothus.
The first plant, officially called
“apiana” sage, is a native of southern California. Its sprays of white
f lowers appear in spring and

summer, and its leaves are more
silvery than green, Carpenter
said. The plant attracts bees
“because of how accessible the
f lowers are. ... they are easy (for
a bee) to get into. Bees love it,”
she said.
The plant is a low-water perennial that typically comes in a onegallon container. It gets to be 4to 5-feet tall, so only plant one per
3-foot area, she recommended.

Since California natives are It needs full sun.
The leaves are small, which
able to grow in the area’s natural
soil, there is no need to add any Carpenter noted, is common
potting soil or compost to the with native plants that have had
to adapt to during
hole you will plant
times of drought
the salvia in. But it
definitely will need Ceanothus ranges when they cannot support larger
to be watered once
in color from
leaves.
a week for the first
“It’s very showy
year or two.
dark blue to light
when it’s in bloom,”
A second option
lavender and
she said. If you’d
is a “dark star”
ceanothus, which
even some pink. prefer another type
of ceanothus, there
you can see planted
is a range of colors
in the Palo Alto
Demonstration Garden belong- from dark blue to light lavender
ing to the U.C. Master Gardener and even some pink. These plants
program in Eleanor Pardee Park. should not be over-watered and
The shrub can grow to 4- to are native to chapparal areas so
8-feet tall by 8- to 12-feet wide. don’t do as well near creeks. H+G
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SATURDAY

APRIL 13
9AM-1PM
RACE STARTS AT 9AM

PALO ALTO BAYLANDS

ATHLETIC CENTER

5K & 10K RUN/WALK & KIDS DASH
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2019

PLUS FREE EARTH DAY FESTIVAL: ELECTRIC VEHICLE RIDE & DRIVE | LIVE MUSIC
ARTS & CRAFTS | ZOO ANIMALS | OUTDOOR GAMES | BIRD WALK | RAFFLE | ENVIRONMENTAL AND
PUBLIC SAFETY RESOURCES...and much more!
EXTRA PERKS
Earn extra raffle
tickets for biking to
the event and/or
bringing in
unwanted athletic
shoes to recycle.

PRE-RACE PACKET PICKUP DAY: Friday, April 12 at Palo Alto City Hall, King Plaza

Register for the races at cityofpaloalto.org/earthday
#GreatRaceforSavingWater #BaylandsEarthDay
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“THE BEST DISPENSARY”
“IN CALIFORNIA”
- THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

SHOPHARBORSIDE.COM

OAKLAND
1840 Embarcadero

SAN JOSE
1365 North 10 St.
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F LOW E R FA C T S

Spring cleaning

MAKE A PLAN

GARDEN BED PREP IS KEY TO HEALTHY PLANTS
by Jack McKinnon

P

reparing for spring is something
that I’ve always liked putting
off until it is almost too late. That’s
actually the worst way to garden
and here’s why: Nurseries introduce
spring inventories in the late winter.
We’re nearly two weeks into spring,
so that inventory is still at its peak.

Nurseries stock plenty of soil
amendments, fertilizers, tools, pots
and plants for when people start their
spring garden projects. Of course
they will restock as the season progresses, but the earlier you can start,
the more your garden will benefit.
I’m going to give tips on preparing soil, the plants to buy now, how
to plant them and how to maintain what you’ve done through the
spring so you’ll have a spectacular
show of flowers and edibles.
PREPARE SOIL

Canna lilies. Photo courtesy of Getty Images.

First, clean out your beds of all
old and dying plants, all leaves,
branches and debris.
Cultivate your soil as deeply as
possible, or at least down 10 inches.
Add amendments, fertilizer and
drip systems and test the drip system for leaks and good coverage.

Now it’s time to draw up a sketch
of a garden plan. If you want ideas,
visit nearby gardens or public demonstration gardens. Then go to the
nursery and look at the selection of
plants that are available now. Make
lists of plants you’re interested in
and where you might place them in
your garden. Important: Don’t buy
anything.
Do homework about the plants
you have selected. Place your selections on your sketch of your garden.
Take note of spacing and count how
many of each plant you will need.
Here’s a list of what I saw at the
nursery today that I want to buy
on my next visit. Note: I haven’t
spent anything yet. Flowers: gladiolus, canna lilies, ranunculus, star
lilies, dahlias, tuberous begonias.
Edibles: lettuce, Swiss chard,
herbs, kale, broccoli and cabbage.
Other plants: campanula, diascia,
dianthus, lavender, lantana, leonotis, lamium, penstemon, scaviola,
salvia, sweet peas, papaver, and
primula.

Once you have a sketch of which
plants you want, it’s time to go to
the nursery again. There’s nothing wrong with buying one or two
extras of each type of plant.
PLANT YOUR GARDEN

Plant your plants as soon as you
can. Remember, they are used to
being in a nursery situation where
they are watered and fertilized
every day.
Test your irrigation system once
the plants are all planted. Make
sure that every plant is getting some
water but not too much. Again
check your plant references for water
needs going forward.
Put mulch around your plants
to protect them from drying out,
pests and weeds. I like to use fine
fir bark for mulch because it smells
good and it looks wonderful. Now
you’re ready to sit back and enjoy
the spring. H+G
Jack McKinnon is a garden coach
who worked at the Sunset Magazine
gardens for 12 years. He can be
reached at 650-455-0687 or through
his website JackTheGardenCoach.com.

Jump into Spring!
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READ

Full Service Nursery and Premiere Home Decor
2018

Come and see us at our two locations in Portola RValley
& Belmont!
S’ CH
E

E
OIC

3130 Alpine Road, Portola Valley
650.854.3850
2029 Ralston Avenue, Belmont
650.232.7154

ERS’ CH

E
OIC

Gifts

2018

READ

and

Best Nursery
and Best Florist

ERS’ CH

E
OIC

Ladera
Garden

READ

Visit us for all your gardening needs

STUDIO/GALLERY

GREGORY DEANE STUDIO
4075 Transport Street, Palo Alto, California 94303 | By Appointment | 650.424.1970 | office@gregorydeane.com | gregorydeane.com
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Flegels
Interior Design & Distinctive Furnishings

Menlo Park
650.326.9661
www.flegels.com
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Art For Your Floor

Exquisite beauty, life-long quality, truly one of a kind.
650.327.5040 | STEPHENMILLERGALLERY.COM | MENLO PARK
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Helping Create Lasting, Beautiful Homes
Your local source for Architectural Stone, Paving, Landscape Stone & more.

MASONRY SHOWROOM
2490 Charleston Road
Mountain View, CA 94043

(877) 282-0522
www.pbm1923.com
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Yard Locations:
Redwood City
Sunnyvale
San Martin
Livermore

